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Are you ready to…
DOUBLE YOUR INCOME in the next 12 months?
BLAST past the competition and grab as many listings as you can handle?
Work LESS and have MORE free time all while your business continues to grow?
You’re about to find out how take your business to the next level in no time flat…
…no matter where you are right now.
It all happens at the #1 most in-demand real estate event of the year…
ReCharge LIVE!
This is Hoss Pratt, founder of Success Systems and creator of Listing Boss, the nation’s
premier lead-generation and conversion system.
It gives me great pleasure to announce that I’ll be hosting this special event…an event
unlike anything you’ve ever experienced.
Look, with all the long hours and hard work you put into pounding the pavement for
listings, juggling a hundred tasks at once, and giving your clients 24/7 white glove
service, you deserve nothing less than a thriving, booming, and lucrative business.
And with an ever-changing market and mind-boggling technologies bombarding you at
every turn, it’s no wonder you feel buried in a relentless ocean of ‘to-do’s’ and
confusion.
It’s time to end the overwhelm and take your business to heights you never dreamed
possible.
ReCharge Live will deliver exactly what you need to stand out from the crowd and
succeed in today’s zero-tolerance market… whether you’re just starting out or a top
producer.
You’ll discover how to run your real estate business like a well-oiled machine…so you
can focus your passion ONLY on the things you LOVE doing.

When you come to ReCharge LIVE, you’ll get the latest ‘what’s working now’ cutting
edge techniques, tactics, and strategies from the country’s most successful real estate
speakers and trainers.
This event was specifically created and designed to…


Double your income in 12 months or less…no matter where you are right now



Automate your business instantly



Blast through the competition fast and furious



Create a lucrative “Freedom Lifestyle” for you and your family



Sign unlimited listings using this new ground-breaking system



Turn your database into a goldmine using this one sneaky trick



Answer all your questions with the “Super-Agent Discussion Panel”



Charge what you’re worth…and get it



Get you to effortlessly CLOSE like a pro



Eliminate all time-sucking activities once and for all

At ReCharge LIVE, you’ll get face-to-face time with some of the nation’s hottest and
highest producing agents and coaches…where you can pump them for their best
secrets, tips, and techniques that you can implement right away.
It doesn’t end there. You get to participate in our high level…


Business Planning Clinic



Prospecting Clinic, and



SuperStars Panel

Each Super-Star Speaker and Trainer was personally hand-picked by me.
They’ll share with you their never-before-revealed ‘crown jewels’ for maximizing your
income…listings…technology…mindset…and systems.
Recharge is 2 jam-packed days of Engaging, Interactive, and High Octane…


Strategies



Networking



Hot Seats



Role Playing



and Training

…created especially to help you blast your way to massive success.
You’ll walk away from this event with the ability to recognize ‘unseen’ opportunities in
your market PLUS a step by step blueprint on how to double your business in 12
months or less.
Also…
When you attend, you’ll get EXCLUSIVE ACCESS to 3 revolutionary career-boosting
gems…available ONLY to attendees.
Get to ReCharge LIVE, where you’ll gain an ‘insider’s advantage’ over all other agents
and brokers in your market.
Get total access to the ‘best of the best’ speakers, coaches, content, and rock star
agents in the country…
…And a whole new arsenal of PROVEN STRATEGIES guaranteed to transform your
real estate career at lightning speed.
It happens in Dallas October 17th and 18th.
ReCharge LIVE WILL sell out…so don’t hesitate.
Click the Register button below to reserve your seat now…
…And LEAP to the front of the line in your market.
ReCharge your business…Recharge your career…and Recharge your life.
Get
To
Dallas
To

ReCharge!

